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Why Does Shareholder 
Engagement Matter?
Shareholder Activism
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Activism in the Pandemic and Beyond
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Activism During 
Pandemic 

► Number of activism campaigns fell 9% in 2020 compared to 2019, but activism activity has 
accelerated in 2021, with number of campaigns launched up nearly 25% relative to 2019 levels

► For historical reference, following slowdown in 2009, activism against $1B+ U.S. companies surged 
55% in 2010 and 170% in 2011 relative to 2009 levels

► Activist capital remains robust and LP demand for activism remains high (including for special purpose 
funds focusing on specific activist platforms)

► Record high stock prices over the last decade have not led to a slowdown in activism 

Activist 
Campaign 
Platforms

► Differentiated post-COVID-19 operating and market recoveries may leave underperformers exposed to 
activist campaigns targeting relative performance (e.g., total shareholder return, relative growth, 
performance vs. expectation)

► Campaigns pushing for sale of company, break-ups, divestitures or consolidation remain among most 
common activist objectives

Growing 
Shareholder 
Support for ESG
Issues

► 2021 proxy season demonstrated heightened investor focus on and support for environmental and 
social proposals (a total of 35 such proposals passed, the highest number on record)

► Record-breaking average support for all ESG shareholder proposals, with average support of 36.3%
► The total number of shareholder proposals submitted in 2021 increased by almost 10% 

― However, the percentage of proposals reaching a vote was lower this year because of an increase 
in the number of proposals withdrawn or not presented, perhaps reflecting more negotiated 
resolutions with proponents or companies simply adopting the requested proposals

ESG and Activism ► Activists increasingly use ESG matters as wedge issues in campaigns
► Rise in ESG-focused activist funds (Inclusive Capital, Impactive Capital, Engine No. 1)
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Activism Tactics and Objectives 

Least Hostile Most Hostile

Open Market 
Accumulation

Active 
Communication Public Contest M&A / Takeover

► Research target and 
develop thesis

► Assemble sizable 
position without paying 
premium

► “Wolf pack” approach
► Disclosure obligations 

(HSR notification, Form 
13F, Schedule 13D)

► Initial call to IR officer 
► Request meetings with 

management, chairman / 
lead director or full board

► Submit private letter or 
“white paper” outlining 
views on company

► Privately request board 
representation

► Acquire 5% or more / 
File Schedule 13D

► Publicly disclose letter to 
company / white paper

► Publicly request board 
representation

► Letters to shareholders
► Shareholder proposals
► “Vote no” or withhold 

campaign
► Proxy contest and consent 

solicitations
► Minority representation vs. 

contest for control

► Activist actively
encourages break-up or 
sale of company and 
solicits third party bids

► Activist makes friendly 
bid (stalking horse / joint 
bid)

► Activist launches hostile 
takeover bid

Balance Sheet
► Share buyback program
► Increase regular dividend / special dividend

Operational
► Change in management (see next page)
► Eliminate business lines or products
► Pursue new strategies / performance improvements
► Pursue cost-cutting measures / efficiencies

Corporate Governance
► Change board composition
► Separate chairman / CEO roles
► Shareholder rights / takeover defenses
► Reform executive and / or director compensation
► Challenge related-party transactions

M&A / Restructuring
► Sale of company or other strategic transaction
► Spin-off or sale of assets/divisions
► Activism against M&A transactions

TA
C

TI
C

S
O

BJ
EC

TI
VE

S
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Not Just Board Seats:  The Impact of Activism on CEO Turnover

► According to FTI research, CEO turnover more than doubles when companies targeted by activists

̶ Even at companies where activists were unsuccessful in gaining board seats, CEO turnover 
increased by 71% over baseline

̶ Recent examples include CEO departures at Intel (Third Point) and Danone (BlueBell, Artisan)

► Where CEO succession not influenced by activism, management transition often triggers 
heightened activist interest

Source: FTI Consulting

16.6%

Activist did not 
attain board 

seats

28.4%

Activist attained 
board seats

34.1%

30.9%

Activist did not 
attain board 

seats

45.6%

Activist attained 
board seats

55.1%

12 month 
CEO turnover

24 month 
CEO turnover

71%
increase

105%
increase

78%
increase

48%
increase

Average CEO 
Turnover
increase

Average CEO 
Turnover
increase
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TARGET ACTIVIST PRIMARY 
OBJECTIVE

DESCRIPTION

► Sell the 
company

► Elliott/Alexion agree to collaborate on appointing 
new board member (Jan. 2018)

► Elliott pushes Alexion to launch sale process; 
Alexion publicly declines (Dec. 2019) 

► Alexion acquires Portola for $1.4B (Announced 
May 2020; completed July 2020)

► Elliott criticizes Portola deal and reiterates request 
for sale process to address 40-50% discount (May 
2020)

► Alexion announces sale to AstraZeneca at 45% 
premium (Dec. 2020)

► Sell the 
company

► Activist as 
potential 
buyer

► Cubic adopts poison pill and discloses that Elliott 
privately indicated that it held 15% economic 
position and was interested in buying the company 
(Sept. 2020) 

► Elliott and Veritas agree to acquire Cubic (Feb. 
2021)

► Explore 
strategic 
alternatives 

► Break-up the 
company

► Third Point urged Intel to explore strategic 
alternatives, including whether Intel should remain 
an integrated device manufacturer and potential 
divestment of failed acquisitions (Dec. 2020)

► Intel announces CEO transition (Jan. 2021)

► Sell the 
company

► Activist as 
potential 
buyer

► Senator and Cannae Holdings make unsolicited 
bid to acquire CoreLogic at $65/share and disclose 
joint 15% stake (June 2020)

► CoreLogic rejects bid and adopts poison pill (July 
2020)

► Senator/Cannae call special meeting and replace 3 
directors (November 2020)

► Stone Point agrees to acquire CoreLogic for 
$80/share (Feb. 2020)

► CoStar makes topping bid valued at ~$96/share 
(Feb. 2020), but ultimately withdrawn

Activists Continue to Push for M&A and Break-Ups

M&A Activism Trends:
► Pushing for a sale or break-

up has historically been 
among the most common 
activist demands

► In 2020, 25% of all activist 
campaigns sought M&A 
activity, down from 32% in 
2019

► As the M&A market returns, 
we are also seeing an 
uptick in challenges to 
existing M&A transactions 
(e.g., “bumpitrage” seeking 
to raise deal price)

8
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What Drives Shareholder 
Voting Decisions?
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“Passive” Funds Wielding Their Large Voting Power

Pushing companies to emphasize purpose, culture and other 
intangibles – concepts not traditionally measured or discussed 
with investors

BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street control approximately 20% 
of S&P 500 shares and collectively constitute the single largest 
shareholder in almost 90% of S&P 500 firms

Highly focused on factors that impact long-term, sustainable value 
creation, including ESG

Investor communications and SEC disclosure should be evaluated 
to ensure that company’s strategic direction and business case, 
as well as risks and challenges, are clear to investors

Index funds can either be powerful allies or at-risk swing votes in 
a proxy contest

Long-term investors expect management and directors to be 
prepared to discuss how the company’s approach on both 
strategy and ESG are aligned

10

Sustainability as New Standard for Investing

“Currently, every active investment team at BlackRock considers 
ESG factors in its investment process and has articulated how it 
integrates ESG in its investment processes. By the end of 2020, 
all active portfolios and advisory strategies will be fully ESG 
integrated – meaning that, at the portfolio level, our portfolio 
managers will be accountable for appropriately managing 
exposure to ESG risks and documenting how those 
considerations have affected investment decisions.” 

— January 17, 2020, BlackRock letter to its clients

Index Funds Seek Engagement and Don’t Always Side with Board

INVESTOR TOTAL AUM % TIMES VOTED DISSIDENT 
CARD SINCE 2012

$9.0T 30%

$6.2T 27%

$3.1T 24%

Source: Proxy Insight
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BlackRock’s Transfer of Power

► With nearly $5 trillion in indexed equity AUM, BlackRock has 
been increasingly using its substantial voting power to 
advance its ESG-focused investment stewardship objectives

► Prior to this announcement, the asset manager would cast 
votes on behalf of its institutional clients invested in index 
strategies, such as pensions and endowments 

► BlackRock made clear that this change is part of a bigger 
initiative and it is “committed to exploring all options to expand 
proxy voting choice to even more investors, including those 
invested in ETFs, index mutual funds and other products”

► This change will begin on January 1, 2022 and will apply to 
about 40% of BlackRock’s managed equity assets or $2 trillion 
in shares held in BlackRock accounts

► Investors will now be able to vote by: 

̶ Using their own proxy voting policies and transmitting their 
votes using their own voting infrastructure

̶ Choosing from a menu of third-party proxy voting policies 
and have votes cast using BlackRock’s voting infrastructure

̶ Voting directly on select resolutions or select companies 
using BlackRock’s voting infrastructure (this option is 
available only to clients in institutional separate accounts)

̶ Continuing to have BlackRock Investment Stewardship 
cast proxy votes using BlackRock’s voting policies and 
using its voting infrastructure

Sources: BlackRock website, The Corporate Counsel and New York Times

On October 7, 2021, BlackRock announced that it would give institutional index investors the option to vote 
their own holdings in response to client demand

“Beginning in 2022, BlackRock is taking the first in a series 
of steps to expand the opportunity for clients to participate 
in proxy voting decisions where legally and operationally 
viable. To do this, BlackRock has been developing new 
technology and working with industry partners over the 
past several years to enable a significant expansion in 
proxy voting choices for more clients.”

Potential Impacts: 
► Has potential to substantially reduce BlackRock’s influence 

by decreasing its voting power

― Could help BlackRock deflect criticism of its growing 
concentration of voting power

― But unclear how many funds will take advantage of 
BlackRock’s new voting option since making proxy voting 
decisions on ballot items at thousands of public 
companies requires significant investments of time and 
resources 

► Other big asset managers may follow BlackRock’s lead and 
offer a similar voting feature

► Investors who are interested in voting alternatives may 
consider migrating to BlackRock because of this voting 
feature 

► May open the door for company engagement with a broader 
set of investors, including those focused on ESG

11

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/about-us/investment-stewardship/proxy-voting-choice
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How Influential is ISS?

In contested situations, ISS 
typically influences and even 
dictates 15% to 40% of the 
vote and overwhelmingly 
supports activists

► Cristiano Guerra became Head of ISS Special 
Situations Research in January 2017

► Kirkland analyzed 60 ISS Special Situations 
Reports issued between January 2017 and 
March 2021 covering high profile proxy contests 
during Guerra’s tenure

► In approximately 78% of these reports, ISS 
either partially or fully supported the activist

► Across all contests (not limited to high profile 
contests), ISS fully or partially supported activist 
75% of the time since 2020, as compared to 
50% support by Glass Lewis

12

ISS Special Situations Research
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► Activist hedge funds recognize that index funds 
and other large institutions who prioritize ESG 
have become swing voters in proxy contests

► Increasing investor demand for ESG-focused 
investment products is leading to growth in ESG-
focused activist hedge funds

► More frequently incorporating ESG principles into 
their activist programs to curry favor and create 
wedge issues with index funds and for new ESG-
focused activist funds

► Activists also engaging with index funds and other 
large institutions during the off-season, making it 
more important for companies to do the same

Why Do Activist Hedge Funds Care About ESG?

“Christine O’Brien says her mandate is to highlight ‘the corporate-
governance work Elliott has quietly been doing all along.’”

“ELLIOTT MANAGEMENT GOES ON CHARM OFFENSIVE,” 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, OCT. 8, 2018 
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“‘Companies, as governed today, with investors asking for more 
current returns and more buybacks and so forth, aren’t working for 
society or nature,’ [Mr. Ubben] said. ‘But I have to prove that there’s a 
return [in long-term impact], because otherwise . . . you’re not really 
changing anything.’”

“JEFF UBBEN QUITS VALUEACT FOR SOCIAL 
INVESTING,” FINANCIAL TIMES, JUN. 23, 2020 
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ESG-Focused Activist Wins Proxy Contest at Exxon

On May 26, 2021, newly formed activist hedge fund Engine No. 1 succeeded in replacing 
three directors on the board of Exxon

This was the first large-cap activist campaign platform focused primarily on ESG issues, 
particularly the transition to a lower carbon economy

► Engine No. 1 is a new activist hedge fund focused on ESG 

̶ Launched in Dec. 2020 by technology investor Chris James with roughly $250M AUM; 
activism platform run by Charlie Penner, former partner at JANA

̶ Held only 0.02% stake in Exxon (purchased for ~$35M) – while spending $12.5M to 
wage its proxy contest 

► Activist platform blended ESG and more typical financial/governance demands:

̶ Pushed for strategic plan for sustainable value creation, including more investment in 
net-zero emissions sources and clean-energy infrastructure

̶ Sought board refreshment (including transformative energy experience), greater long-
term capital allocation discipline, and changes to executive compensation  

► Exxon’s defense focused on defending its strategy and directors and attempting to preempt 
the activist’s demands:

̶ During the campaign, Exxon also announced new emissions reduction targets and 
appointed three new directors, including ESG-focused activist Jeff Ubben of Inclusive 
Capital in connection with its engagement with another activist (D.E. Shaw)

► Despite its nominal economic stake, Engine No. 1 persuaded major institutional investors 
and proxy advisors to support its campaign 

̶ Vanguard and BlackRock backed two and three Engine No. 1 candidates, respectively, 
and each issued a public report explaining its rationale (Vanguard, BlackRock)

̶ Several other investors publicly supported Engine No. 1 (CalPERS, CalSTRS, NY 
Common Retirement Fund, Church of England, Legal & General)

̶ ISS and Glass Lewis each recommended voting in favor of Engine No. 1’s nominees 
(ISS backed three and Glass Lewis supported two)

Activist Wins Exxon Board Seats 
After Questioning Oil Giant’s 
Climate Strategy
An activist investor won at least two seats on the 
board, a historic defeat for the oil giant that will 
likely force it to alter its fossil-fuel strategy and 
more directly confront growing shareholder 
concerns about climate change.

Climate Activists Defeat Exxon in 
Push for Clean Energy
Shareholders elected at least two of the four 
directors nominated by a coalition of investors that 
said the oil giant was not investing enough in 
cleaner energy.

Big Oil’s Climate-Change Takedown 
Arrives With Stunning Rebukes
The climate movement is now so mainstream that 
the world’s largest institutional investors were 
willing to back a group of little-known activists who 
only established their fund six months ago.
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https://reenergizexom.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Investor-Presentation-May-2021-v2.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/34088/000119312521131831/d167234ddefa14a.htm
https://about.vanguard.com/investment-stewardship/perspectives-and-commentary/Exxon_1663547_052021.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/press-release/blk-vote-bulletin-exxon-may-2021.pdf
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Key Observations and Takeaways from Exxon Proxy Contest

Size doesn’t (always) 
matter

► Activists with relatively small economic positions have been successful at forcing change and winning proxy 
contests at large companies 

― Despite holding only 0.02% stake, Engine No. 1 replaced three directors at Exxon; Bluebell Capital also recently 
succeeded in forcing out the CEO at Danone with an undisclosed but reportedly very small position 

― Exxon was criticized for refusing to even meet with the Engine No. 1 nominees, lending more fuel to the “David vs. 
Goliath” media narrative

― Takeaway: Use judgment in determining appropriate level of engagement with any activist, but it is important to take 
seriously any attempted activist engagement, even if from a lesser known or smaller shareholder 

Proxy Contests are 
Battles of Persuasion

► Proxy contests are ultimately won on the basis of persuading large institutional investors

― Engine No. 1 recruited a number of high profile shareholders to publicly support its campaign, creating public 
momentum and also building credibility with proxy advisors 

― Exxon’s two largest shareholders, BlackRock and Vanguard, each supported Engine No. 1 – they have historically 
supported activists in approximately 30% of proxy contests

― Takeaway: Focus on deepening relationships with key shareholder constituents, particularly index funds and other 
large institutions who increasingly prioritize ESG, through a thoughtful and proactive engagement strategy

Activists Increasingly 
Using ESG as Wedge 
Issue and Fundraising 
Tool

► Activists are incorporating ESG principles into their activist programs as a way to curry favor and create wedge 
issues with ESG-focused index fund managers and to generate publicity to raise new ESG-focused funds

― Activist hedge funds recognize that index funds and other large institutions have become swing voters in proxy 
contests who prioritize ESG and they are tailoring their messaging and engagement accordingly 

― On the heels of its victory at Exxon, Engine No. 1 recently launched an ESG-focused ETF and published a report 
explaining its “Total Value Framework” for ESG investing

― Takeaway: Proactively evaluate ESG disclosures and practices in light of evolving investor expectations and schedule 
off-season engagement on these topics with ESG-focused investors  

Investors Adding 
Teeth to ESG / 
Climate Demands

► Investors increasingly willing to take action against directors when they feel a company has not responded 
adequately to engagements around ESG issues

― 2021 proxy season saw record shareholder support for ESG-based shareholder proposals

― Last year BlackRock voted against 64 directors for lack of progress on climate risk, and put 191 companies on notice 
of intention to vote against directors in 2021 unless they show progress on climate risk

― Takeaway: Be prepared for more shareholder proposals on ESG topics and develop proactive plans for resolving risks 
and opportunities that investors may view as not adequately addressed or sufficiently progressed
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Shareholder Engagement: 
Objectives and Strategies
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Shareholder Engagement and Disclosure -
Objectives

Engagement 
Objectives

► Develop strong, ongoing relationships with shareholders and key stakeholders both during proxy season and 
during the “offseason” (activist investors are investing heavily in building relationships with large shareholders, 
both traditional and index) 

► Ensuring from the outset that shareholders understand your long-term strategy, including compensation 
philosophy and role, makes it more likely that they are not easily co-opted by short-term oriented activist 
messages or sell off during a rough patch 

► Give shareholders the opportunity to ask questions of, and interact with, senior management and, as appropriate, 
directors 

► Ask questions of your shareholders (e.g., what metrics are they are using to measure the Company that the 
Company may itself not be disclosing or measuring?) 

Disclosure 
Objectives

► Fresh thinking in disclosure approach will help distinguish Company from peers and help investors understand 
overall culture, strategy and philosophy 

► Consider incorporating feedback from shareholder engagement (described below) into subsequent disclosures

► But the primary focus should be on substance, not decoration

► Consider whether to add any of the following to the Shareholder Engagement Disclosure:

– A description of how many shareholders the company engaged with over the previous year 

– A comparative chart showing the shareholder feedback received and any subsequent implementation

– A highlight of topics where shareholder feedback would be particularly useful

– A visual depiction of types of shareholder outreach efforts, corporate governance cycle or other methods of 
engagement
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Shareholder Engagement and Disclosure -
Engagement Considerations

Key 
Constituencies for 

Potential 
Engagement

► Actively managed institutional investors: greater focus on financial metrics, more readily quantifiable data 

► Index funds (BlackRock, Vanguard, State Street): as de facto “permanent capital,” greater focus on long-term 
strategy and ESG matters and increasingly willing to consider supporting activists (similar emphasis by some 
actively focused funds like T. Rowe) 

► ISS and Glass Lewis: directly or indirectly influence material portion of shareholder base - important to develop a 
relationship early, particularly on compensation approach 

Who Participates 
in the 

Engagement?

► IR team 

► Senior management 

► Directors (can/should be limited to a subset of directors who are well versed in the business and strategy)

Develop Plan for 
Future 

Shareholder 
Engagement

► Create team for shareholder engagement (including company representatives and proxy solicitor, as needed)

► Create schedule for shareholder engagement and pursue “offseason” engagement with index funds and other 
large institutional investors

► Pro-actively address potential shareholder concerns, including with respect to ESG, corporate culture, 
compensation and human capital

18
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SHAREHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

— Why Should You Engage?

— Know Thyself (Corporate Strategy)

— Know Thyself (Corporate Governance)

— Know Thy Shareholders (Analysis)

— Know Thy Shareholders (Engagement and Communication)

20

Strategies and Benefits



Why Should You Engage?

— Open dialogue and establish relationship prior to votes or activism

— Generate good will 

— Communicate company’s strategic vision and position on various corporate governance matters

— Knowledge of shareholder views prior to votes or activism

21



Know Thyself 

— Understand what types of company action or alternatives shareholders are likely to propose

• Director election, say on pay, shareholder proposals

• Special dividend, acquisition or sale, spin-off or roll-up, change in operational strategy, 
change in management

• ESG:  climate change, diversity

— Understand company’s existing strategy and why it is superior to alternatives

• Business lines and operational strategy

• Identify material environmental and social matters relevant to company’s business, the 
respective risks, and understand how the company is managing them

• Compare company’s ESG profile to standards in the company’s industry

— Identify any changes to company’s existing strategy that could be made

22

Corporate Strategy



Know Thyself

— Understand what types of corporate governance policies shareholders are likely to propose

— Conduct systematic review of company’s corporate governance policies, corporate charter, 
bylaws, board committee charters, codes of conduct, executive employment agreements, stock 
incentive plans, and similar documents

— Compare company’s policies to those of company’s peers and to best practice 
recommendations (including recommendations of proxy advisory services such as ISS and 
Glass Lewis)

— Compare company’s ESG profile to standards in the company’s industry

— Address any weaknesses discovered in these reviews

— Limit number of governance issues for which a shareholder might criticize the company

23

Corporate Governance



Know Thy Shareholders

— Understand composition of shareholder base (retail, long-term institutions, hedge funds, other 
potentially short-term investors)

 Information from proxy solicitation firm

 Schedule 13D, 13G, 13F filings

— Understand concerns and perspectives of key shareholders

— Study the results of other campaigns involving your company’s shareholders or your company’s 
industry

24
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Know Thy Shareholders

— Develop relationships with key shareholders and their representatives

— Identify which company representatives should be involved in communication

» Make sure they are prepared
» Don’t be afraid to use your company’s directors, where appropriate

— Keep a record of engagement efforts and conversations; analyze the results and be responsive

— Legal concerns regarding shareholder engagement and outreach

 Ensure no material nonpublic information is communicated in these discussions

 Ensure consistent message with other disclosures and corporate strategy

25

Engagement and Communication
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